Commercial Advisory Committee
DATE:

October 18, 2017

LOCATION:

NEEA – 421 SW 6th Ave, 6th Floor (Cedar Conference Room)

TIME:

10:00 am – 3:15 pm Pacific

WEBINAR:

http://neea.adobeconnect.com/cacoct2017/ (includes phone option)

DIAL-IN:

1-888-619-1583, Participant Code: 183-111 (for those dialing in directly)
Packet
Page #

AGENDA
Welcome, Introductions and Housekeeping Items
10:00-10:30 am

Desired Outcome:
Alignment on preparation materials and meeting objectives

BJ Moghadam

1-3

Emily Moore

4

Warren Fish

5-16

Commercial Portfolio – High-level Overview
10:30-11:00 am

Desired Outcome:
Level-set on current portfolio status and key changes as
reflected in 2018 Operations Plan
Extended Motor Products (“XMP”)
• Initiative Start (“IS”) review with CAC

11:00-noon

Noon-12:45 pm

Desired Outcome:
CAC understanding of XMP initiative and support for RPAC
Initiative Start vote at November 8 RPAC meeting
Lunch (provided)

All

--

All

--

All

--

Maria Murphy

17

CAC Member Share Out/Round Robin
12:45-1:45 pm

1:45-2:00 pm

Desired Outcome:
Awareness of current activities and issues in the region
Break
Commercial HVAC-VHE DOAS
(Very High Efficiency Dedicated Outside Air Systems)
• Preliminary program concept overview

2:00-2:45 pm

Desired Outcome:
Understanding of program concept and discussion around
any issues/questions that should be addressed for upcoming
Initiative Start (“IS”) review in Q1 2018
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Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance
421 SW Sixth Avenue, Suite 600, Portland, OR 97204
503.688.5400 | Fax 503.688.5447
neea.org | info@neea.org

Commercial Real Estate
• Update on program changes (pre-Infrastructure
update to RPAC)
2:45-3:05 pm

3:05-3:15 pm

Desired Outcome:
CAC awareness of program progress and status, and rationale
for 2018 scale-back and assessment of future program role
and value
Opportunity for public comment, and adjourn
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Christian Miner

18-21

BJ Moghadam

--

Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance

-2-

Memorandum – Agenda item (Tier 1)
October 11, 2017
TO:

Commercial Advisory Committee (CAC)

FROM:

BJ Moghadam, Stakeholder Relations

SUBJECT:

Meeting Packet, Informational Updates, Additional Details

MEETING PACKET APPROACH
This packet continues the “tiered” approach:
•

Tier-1 memos for active agenda items;

•

Tier-2 memos for informational updates on items not currently requiring agenda time;

•

Tier-3 materials provided as additional detail for those interested, accessible via links in the Tier-1
and Tier-2 memos.

This approach helps keep packets concise and digestible. Input appreciated on room for improvement.

INFORMATIONAL UPDATES
Enclosed please find Tier-2 informational updates on the following:
•

Page 22:

Commercial Code Enhancement update: Washington State Code Proposals

•

Page 23:

New Emerging Technology quarterly newsletter format

ADDITIONAL DETAILS (Tier 3)
Tier-3 materials related to the agenda items and informational updates listed above will be accessible
through links in those memos. Additional Tier-3 details are available here:
•

September 21, 2017 CAC webinar notes

•

August 31, 2017 RPAC meeting notes

•

Q4 2017 Emerging Technology Newsletter

•

Q4 2017 Market Research & Evaluation Newsletter
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Memorandum – Agenda item (Tier 1)
October 11, 2017
TO:

Commercial Advisory Committee (CAC)

FROM:

Emily Moore, Interim Senior Manager, Commercial/Industrial

SUBJECT:

Commercial Portfolio Updates

ASK:
Review the program updates provided for the September 21st CAC webinar and the 2018 Operations Plan
(pages 3-29) for the commercial portfolio shared in the October 10th all-advisory committee webinar (slides
26-42). Come prepared to discuss:
•
•

Does the 2018 Operations Plan for the commercial portfolio resonate with you? Do you have any
major concerns at this time?
Which programs or activities do you feel most excited about? Which programs or activities do want
to ensure your utility is plugged into?

KEY CHANGES TO COMMERCIAL PORTFOLIO IN 2018
As reflected in the 2018 Operations Plan, most commercial programs are staying on course in 2018. Though
there are a few key changes with budget implications in 2018 that are worth calling out:
•
•
•
•
•

Budget decrease for the Reduced Wattage Lamp Replacement program, as it prepares for transition
out of the portfolio and into long-term monitoring and tracking.
Budget increase for Luminaire Level Lighting Controls, as it aims for scale up to market
development in mid-late 2018.
Budget decrease for Commercial Real Estate, in order to re-evaluate non-critical activities and
assess future program needs and options (see pages 18-21 of the packet for more context).
Budget decrease for Window Attachments, as program activities will focus on ensuring, first and
foremost, Attachment Energy Ratings Council becomes a stable organization for certifying and
promoting high performance window attachments.
Two new initiatives: Extended Motor Products and Commercial HVAC: Very High Efficiency
Dedicated Outside Air Systems.
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Initiative Lifecycle (ILC) Milestone Document
Business Case
Purpose: The ILC Milestone Document is a tool that supports milestone decisions. The document
summarizes and serves as the definitive source of key information about our Market Transformation
effort. This document also serves as the Initiative Business Case for our funders.
Audience: Directors, Program Team, Portfolio Management Team, Advisory Committee Members

PROGRAM NAME: Extended Motor Products
(XMP)
SECTOR:

DATE: November 8, 2017 - RPAC Meeting
PROGRAM MGR:

Warren Fish

Multiple

STRATEGIC MARKET: n/a
MILESTONE FOR WHICH TEAM IS SEEKING APPROVAL: IS (Initiative Start)
TYPE OF PROGRAM:
☒Initiative

☐Infrastructure

PROGRAM VISION of a Transformed Market: The Extended Motor Products (XMP) initiative will accelerate the adoption of more
efficient motor driven products, such as pumps, fans, and compressors, in end markets with significant savings potential. At the onset, XMP will
support better selections of small pumps in Commercial and Industrial applications with less than 200 horsepower. The initiative will utilize a
platform to collect and analyze pump sales data, as well as help utilities, trade associations, manufacturers, and distributors promote more
efficient products to their customers. With added granularity and analytics, NEEA and stakeholders can provide market intelligence to DOE so
that they can make informed decisions as they improve the performance level. It is envisioned as a cost-effective way for the region to capture
energy savings from the market adoption of small, energy efficient pumps, and other motor driven products in the future.

Market Transformation Theory:
By driving awareness, stocking and sales of efficient motor driven products, customers buying motor driven products, such as
pumps, fans, and compressors, will know the operating cost differences between models; distributors will be able and
motivated to offer the most efficient models; manufacturers will sell more of their most efficient models in the Northwest;
utilities will acquire cost-effective energy savings from a product category historically untapped due to cost-effectiveness
challenges; DOE will increase federal energy efficiency standards for motor driven systems; and in the absence of a standard
efficient products will become the industry standard.

PROGRAM TIMELINE:

8/1/16

11/8/17

5

1. Executive Summary
Requesting Initiative Start (IS) Milestone approval for XMP to form the team, gather resources, and enter XMP into
the NEEA portfolio of active initiatives.
Summary:
The Extended Motor Products (XMP) initiative aims to accelerate the adoption of more efficient motor driven
products and systems, such as pumps, fans, and compressors, in end markets with significant savings potential. At
the onset, XMP will focus on shifting the NW market to more energy efficient small clear water pumps and
circulator pumps, and educating and influencing the marketplace to make more efficient pump selections. NEEA
will work in close coordination with NW utilities and leverage the existing value exchange platform with NW
distributors established for low-wattage T8 lamps by the Reduced Wattage Lamp Replacement (RWLR) initiative.
Assets at IS Milestone:
1) New Federal test procedure and metric for pumps, and a US DOE standard taking effect in 2020 which will
eliminate the sale of the 25% least efficient pumps;
2) Hydraulic Institute Pump Energy Rating label, test methodology, independent test lab certification
process, online database, and energy performance calculation engine;
3) Distributor platform experience, relationships, and processes from the RWLR initiative;
4) RTF Planning Measures in place for small pumps and circulators;
5) Heavy involvement in national utility industry collaboration with motor driven products manufacturers,
known as Extended Motor Products Labeling Initiative (EMPLI) and coordinated by ACEEE, focused on
development of a label based on recent DOE pump regulations that can become the basis for prescriptive
rebate programs with deemed savings values.
Opportunities at IS Milestone:
1) Unprecedented market data on pump energy performance, due to industry and trade associations
collaboration with DOE rulemaking, improves opportunities for pump system energy savings;
2) Strong relationships with and support from manufacturers and trade associations that are invested in
program development;
3) High annual NW transaction volume (estimated between 67,000 to 73,000/year) in small pumps and
circulators with little to no energy efficiency program activity.
Product Definition:
Labeled efficient pump systems (clear water 1 to 200 horsepower (HP) pump systems; and fractional to 5 HP
circulator pump systems). A pump system is defined as a Pump + Motor + Control. The label will provide a
performance scale and number so that buyers and sellers can easily compare energy performance from one
product to another.
Market Barriers:
1) Confusion – pumps are a complicated product category and customers often don’t have enough
information to select the best pumps for the application;
2) First Cost – buyers typically buy on low first cost, unconcerned with lifetime cost of ownership, and
unaware of energy ratings of the pump options they are considering;
3) Split Incentive – pump buyers/specifiers often do not pay the ongoing energy cost to run the pump;
4) Energy Performance – buyers typically not using energy performance as a product selection criterion;
5) Minimal Local Utility Program Involvement – small pump incentives are rare, and when they are provided,
they are typically handled as a custom project.

XMP

Initiative Start NEEA Program Life Cycle, Version 5.0
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XMP Activities post-IS:
1) Collect sufficient data to move the RTF UES values from “Planned” to “Proven”;
2) Collaborate with funders to refine the program theory and market interventions, including possible upmid-down stream incentive designs;
3) Collaborate with funders and market actors to design and specify an XMP platform that enables low-cost
transactions for the exchange of incentives and data, and reporting of program data and savings.
4) Begin engagement with utilities, industry associations and other key stakeholders to gain participation in
the XMP platform and, in order to inform the Product Readiness Approval milestone (expected in 2019),
test and refine program theory.

2. Progress, Findings, and Adjustments
2.1

Summary of Market Progress

Extraordinary efforts by US DOE, the RTF, the Hydraulic Institute, ACEEE, and energy efficiency
stakeholders including BPA and NEEA open a significant window of opportunity for a NEEA-led regional
initiative focused on energy efficient small pumps and circulators. Many thousands of small pumps and
circulators are sold each year in the Northwest; yet only a small fraction of those transactions are for
the most efficient pump products, with only a fraction of those affected by utility incentives. Recent
market progress includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

US DOE Rulemaking covering 1 to 200 HP clear-water pumps, takes effect 2020
US DOE Rulemakings for circulator pumps and fans are in the works but not yet enacted
Hydraulic Institute launch of online PEI calculator and Energy Rating Label
RTF approved 3,400 “Planning” UES measures for C&I pumps
RTF approved 40 “Planning” UES measures for circulator pumps
Hydraulic Institute has an accredited test lab methodology
Hydraulic Institute (HI) Pump Energy Index online tool and database developed and ready for
launch
HI has added 8 additional certified Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) for the labeling
effort, now at 11 OEMs
BPA-grant is providing partial funding for research to bring C&I pump and circulator pump Planning
measures to Proven status
In progress: Conversations with California IOUs for sharing test data and standards

•
•
•

2.2

1

2

3

XMP

Key Assumptions, Findings, and Adjustments
Assumption and Finding

Adjustments

Finding: Need to conduct research study on
pumps and circulators for better market
characterization and to establish accurate savings
estimates
Assumed: Hydraulic Institute will own the
accreditation and label certification

Adjustment: Seeking funding from BPA and
California IOUs for financial assistance on research
study (estimated cost: $350k)

Finding: Need a large body of utilities who will
engage with the platform database and drive
incentives for qualifying products

Completed: 8 OEM’s labs are accredited, and labels
will start being applied to products once incentives
are in place
Adjustment: Collaborate with funders on program
design and, specifically the design and specification
of the transactive database

Initiative Start NEEA Program Life Cycle, Version 5.0
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4

5

Finding: Database architecture not directly
available but several firms offer similar off the
shelf products
Finding: Many current participants in Reduced
Wattage Lamp Replacement (RWLR) data and
value exchange platform do not sell pumps and
circulators

Adjustment: Developing an RFI to identify qualified
software platform vendors
Adjustment: We will need to recruit new distributors
to participate in XMP, but will make existing
participants that sell pumps our first target

3. Market Transformation Theory
The market intervention will likely be at the midstream distribution level promoting energy efficient motor
driven systems (Pumps, Fans, and Compressed air) for small savers and challenging applications for utilities; in
exchange the distribution channel will provide full category data. The focus of the first motor driven system
product category will be clear water pumps and circulator pumps. The target markets include commercial,
industrial, agricultural, and residential, with commercial and industrial as our initial and primary focus.

3.1

Market Transformation Theory Narrative

Utilities don’t generally supply
incentives for purchase of
energy efficient pumps below
50 HP because of high
transaction cost and market
complexity

• XMP creates the midstream database platform
and relationship with distributors through which
utilities can incent the purchase of more efficient
pump systems

• The energy efficiency
of pumps sold in the
NW (will
equal/exceed/improve
/etc. by a certain
amount)

Distributors don’t see strategic
value in stocking and promoting
efficient pump systems

• Provide training, awareness, and incentives to
encourage distributors to promote and sell
efficient pump systems.

• Efficient labeled pump
systems become
standard practice.

Distributors not interested in
collecting significant data to
process and promote energy
efficient pump systems.

• Automated Database compatible with numerous
distributor ERP systems will make the process
seamless with minimal effort.

• Efficient labeled pump
systems become
standard practice.
Distribution channel
provides full category
data.

Customers often fail to select
the best or most efficient pump
system for the application. Split
incentives contribute to
challenges. Buyers purchase on
first cost rather than total cost
of ownership.

• Shift the market toward more efficient models by
creating a simple way for utilities to encourage
customers to buy more efficient pump systems.
Labels allow marketplace to compare
performance and utilities to incent higher
performance products.

• Customers buying
pumps will make
purchase decisions
based on total cost of
ownership.

Demand

Supply

Supply

BY EXECUTING THESE INTERVENTION
STRATEGIES…

Supply

IF NEEA OVERCOMES THESE
TARGETED MARKET
OPPORTUNITIES/BARRIERS,
prioritized …

THIS DESIRED
CONDITION WILL EXIST
IN THE MARKET AS
LONG TERM OUTCOMES
(5-10i YRS.) OF THE
INITIATIVE

XMP

Initiative Start NEEA Program Life Cycle, Version 5.0
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Demand

Customers not interested in
lengthy incentive application.

3.2

1
2
3

4
5
6
7

• Midstream intervention leverages existing
business relationships and transaction process to
expedite incenting higher efficient products in the
short term and educate the market in the longterm. Raise awareness and provide education to
support purchase of more efficient pumps based
on performance label.

• Market Place asks and
makes selections of
pump systems based
on performance
information presented
on labels

Next Phase: Priority Intervention Strategies
Upcoming Activities and Purpose

Estimated Timeline

Design and test market interventions in coordination with NW utilities to
ensure any midstream incentive structure NEEA does use is well coordinated
with utility downstream incentive efforts for small pumps and circulators
Offer existing distributors participating in RWLR the opportunity to add
small pumps and circulators to existing master service agreements
Offer new distributors opportunity to participate in data exchange and
midstream incentive sales support platform, and put in place new master
service agreements
Work at the corporate-level and branch-level with Northwest pump
distributors for training, education and marketing support for energy
efficient small pumps and circulators
Collect and analyze full category sales data from participating distributors to
inform: Incentive and price levels; market shift baseline; marketing tactics
Complete pumps and circulators research plan to make RTF Planning
measures become Proven UES measures
Facilitate process of making Pump Energy Rating and available incentive
information available to pump distributors, manufacturers reps, and buyers

Q4-17 to Q4-18

Q4-17 to Q4-18
Q1-18 to Q2-19

Q1-18 to Q2-19

Q2-18 to Q2-19
Q4-17 to Q1-19
Q1-18 to Q2-19

4. Investment Rationale

Market Situation/
Opportunity
(Why Now?)

Linkage to Market
Strategy?
(Why NEEA)

XMP

--US DOE pumps standard takes effect in January of 2020, which will make it illegal to sell
pumps in the bottom 25% of energy performance for C&I pumps across 5 pump types from
1 to 200 HP. DOE’s rulemaking was done with heavy industry involvement, which led to the
RTF being able to obtain a rich set of data on pump performance, sales, and energy.
--RTF Planning measures are in place now for small pumps and circulators, but unless the
measures are turned to Proven, those Planning measures will expire in 2021.
--Hydraulic Institute has created a new Pump Energy Rating label and a supporting online
database, which manufacturers are rolling out in conjunction with the XMP effort.
--“Smart Pumps” with advanced controls available for much smaller pumps than were
previously economically feasible, are now ready for market, but customer uptake is slow.
--Other commercial sector savings opportunities (LEDs) are realizing their potential, driving
increased utility program interest in EE savings from small pumps and circulators.
--We estimate ~70,000 small C&I pumps and circulators are sold in the NW each year, yet
utility energy efficiency programs currently provide direct incentives for (estimated) less
than 1,000 small C&I pumps and circulators per year regionally.
NEEA will leverage relationships with distributors and other assets established through the
Reduced Wattage Lamp Replacement program, to give the Northwest influence on buying,
stocking, merchandising and data-sharing practices in the small pumps and circulators
market. This product category is energy intensive, and while outstanding energy efficient
alternatives are available, market barriers (see section 3.1) result in very few highly energy
efficient pump systems being sold in the NW each year. Opportunities exist for regional
influence of this market working mid-stream and upstream, and leveraging existing
relationships with distributors, trade associations and OEMs.

Initiative Start NEEA Program Life Cycle, Version 5.0
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Proposed Investment for Next Phase (Q1-2018 – Q2-2019)
(to get you to the next milestone)

Activities (from Section 3.2)
Research plan for small pumps and circulators
Database and technical assistance
Education, training, outreach, and initial
incentives
Market channel development with distributors

Cost Center
C/I/A
C/I/A
C/I/A

Amount (Direct Costs)
$200,000
$160,000
$240,000

C/I/A
Total

Job Title of Required NEEA Personnel
Program Manager
Program Coordinator
Product Manager
Market Research & Evaluation
Planning
Stakeholder Engagement
Marketing

Avg. Hours per Week
21
7
15
2
2
2
3
Total Estimated Hours and FTE

$150,000
$750,000
Total Hours
1575
525
1125
150
150
150
225
3900

Total FTE
.5
.2
.4
.05
.05
.05
.08
1.3

Total Proposed Program Investment – Direct Costs Only
(to achieve Market Transformation)

Phase (Estimate time frame per phase – ~1 year per phase
Scanning & Concept Identification
Concept Opportunity Assessment
Market & Product Assessment
Strategy Testing & Finalization
Market Development (multi-year)
Long-Term Monitoring
Total

Proposed Total Investment per
Phase
$0
$50,000
$750,000
TBD – est $1,200,000
TBD – est $2,500,0001
TBD – est $500,000
$5,000,0002

Return on Investment (ROI)/Outcomes
Energy Efficiency/Savings
Savings Forecast
20-Year Total (2018-2037)
65-100 aMW of maximum achievable Total Regional Savings from efficient pump systems (85% maximum). Savings is
anticipated starting 2018-2019 based on current activity plan. The potential will be updated as the Program refines
target market and intervention strategies.
Clear Water Pumps
30 – 40 aMW
•
40% of clear water pump savings comes from controls.
Circulator Pumps
35 – 60 aMW
•
Approximately 1/3 of the circulator pump savings comes from
Total
65 – 100 aMW
water heating savings.
Cost Effectiveness: Total Resource Cost Perspective
Value
Additional Information (please include source of information)
Levelized Cost
TBD3
Cost effectiveness varies by product class, application, and
(w/o ACT Credit)
horsepower. See RTF Measure Workbook for details:
ComIndAgPumps_1_1.xlsm
Benefit Cost Ratio
TBD
ComResCirculatorPumps_1_2.xlsm

1

Depending on scale of utility incentives
Budget estimate will be refined in Market & Product Assessment phase as depends on details of regional
intervention design
3
Address in the Market & Product Readiness phase; assure cost effectiveness
2

XMP

Initiative Start NEEA Program Life Cycle, Version 5.0
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5. Product and Market Definition
5.1

Product or Service Definition

Labeled efficient pump products (1 to 200 horsepower (HP) (as defined by the DOE rulemaking and
supported by the RTF UES) clear water and fractional to 5 HP circulator pump systems). A pump system is
defined as a Pump + Motor + Control. The label will provide a performance scale and number so that
buyers and sellers can compare products performance and incentives can be offered at or above specific
performance levels.

5.2

Competing Products or Services (SWOT Analysis)
Strengths
• Lower energy costs
• “Drop-In”
replacement for
standard system
available/similar
form factor
• For integrated pump
systems: reduced
installation costs,
better
controllability, and
reliability
(integrated
performance
tracking)

Weaknesses
• Higher first cost
• Longer lead times due
to limited stocking
• Unfamiliarity of
contractors/engineers
with product
• Split incentive
between building
owner (pays utility
bills) and contractor
(purchases pump)
• Customers generally
don’t spend a great
deal of time on
calculating for
optimized product

Competing
Alternative #1
Minimum
efficiency
pump system

• Low cost
• Industry familiarity
• Replace like for
like/”Drop-In”
replacement of old
system
• Availability/short
lead times

• Higher energy cost
• Limited control
options; requires addon sensors

Competing
Alternative #2
Repair existing
pump

• Lower cost than
purchasing new
replacement pump
• Quickest option

• Reduced lifetime of
repaired pump
• Higher energy costs

Energy
Efficient
“Product”
Labeled
efficient pump
system

XMP

Opportunities
• Significant investment
and promotion by pump
manufacturers and
industry trade
association (Hydraulic
Institute)
• New deemed measures
(Planning) by RTF
• Utility interest in
opportunity for deemed
pump measures
• Leverage new Federal
standard and pump
efficiency metric (PEI)
• Codes require variable
speed pump systems in
many new construction
HVAC applications
• Identical to old pump
being replaced
(replacement)
• Efficiency not typically
specified in design basis
for new construction

• Familiarity of
engineering staff with
old system
• Repair of
large/specialized
systems very cost
effective

Initiative Start NEEA Program Life Cycle, Version 5.0
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Threats
• Availability of
incentives to make
more efficient pumps
cost competitive
• Multiple decisionmakers make it
difficult to target
incentives and manage
perceived risk

• Growing awareness of
more efficient options
• Limited controllability
and performance
monitoring
• Federal standard
• Codes already pushing
efficient pump systems
(variable speed) in
many new
construction HVAC
applications
• Growing awareness of
more efficient options
• Greater reliability of
new pump system
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5.3

Market Definition

Target Market
Who
Purchases?
(Purchase Decision
Makers)

Who are the
End Users?

Who Influences
the Purchase
Decision?

Market Size

•
•
•
•
•

Commercial new construction: Mechanical contractor/plumber
Commercial replacement: Building engineering, operations, and maintenance staff
Industrial/municipal: Industrial engineering, operations, and maintenance staff
Agricultural: farmers, irrigation districts, irrigation vendors
Contractors: supporting high end homes or long distance from water heaters to end use

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial: commercial building owners/operators
Industrial: plant operators, municipalities/cities water utilities
Agricultural: farmers, irrigation districts
Residential: home owners with large homes or long plumbing runs; multifamily building managers
Manufacturers sales reps
Distribution sales associates
Specifier(s) (engineering firms, HVAC contractors, plumbers, mechanical contractors, process
design specialists, irrigation specialists)
• Contractor/installer (general contractor, plumber, HVAC contractor)
Data Source

Current Market
Size

• Clear water C&I Pumps, 1-200 HP:
~25,000 shipments annually in NW
• Circulators (≤5 HP): ~49,000
shipments annually in NW

• DOE 2016 Pumps Final Rule Technical Support
Document4; NEEA Commercial & Industrial Pumps
Standards Savings Model5; RTF Commercial & Industrial
Efficient Pumps Savings Analysis v1.16
• DOE ASRAC Circulator Pump Working Group materials;7
RTF Circulator Pump Savings Analysis v1.18; Frost and
Sullivan 2006 Market Report9

Potential of
Market

Initially targeting 1-50 HP clearwater
pumps and all circulator pumps of all
horsepower:

• RTF Commercial & Industrial Pumps Savings Analysis v1.1
Same as above

(What is the size
we are going
after?)

~70,000 pump shipments annually in
the PNW.

4

U.S. Department of Energy, Docket No. EERE-2011-BT-STD-0031, No. 56. Available at:
https://www.regulations.gov/document?D=EERE-2011-BT-STD-0031-0056
5
Prepared by Cadeo Group.
6
https://rtf.nwcouncil.org/measure/efficient-pumps
7
https://www.regulations.gov/docket?D=+EERE-2016-BT-STD-0004
8
https://rtf.nwcouncil.org/measure/circulator-pumps
9
http://www.frost.com/sublib/display-report.do?id=F572-01-00-00-00
XMP
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6. Roles: NEEA, Market Contributors, and Utilities
(complementary approach)
What is NEEA’s role in this program? What regional or national groups (manufacturer, retailer, national EE groups) are involved or
participating in this effort? What are they doing and how is NEEA engaging with them? Is the success of the program (achieving savings,
etc.) dependent on the utility role? What does NEEA anticipate the utility role to be? What commitment is NEEA looking for from utilities?

NEEA’S ROLE:
Facilitate development of an online midstream marketplace. Aggregate data and create analytics to inform the market
(utilities, manufacturers, distributors, trade associations). Design and test per-pump incentive levels and stocking incentive
levels in coordination with utilities to shift market toward labeled energy efficient pumps and circulators. Provide training,
education, and marketing support to participating distributors. Work with funding utilities closely to keep XMP coordinated
with all local utility programs.
The transformed market will be managed by the trade association (in the case of pumps, the Hydraulic Institute) with
incremental improvements implemented by the DOE increasing performance standards.
MARKET CONTRIBUTORS

WHAT ARE THEY DOING?

HOW ARE WE ENGAGING WITH THEM?

Hydraulic Institute (HI) and its
pump manufacturer members

Pump Energy Rating label database,
certified test labs, producing and
marketing efficient pumps, educating
pump distributors and pump buyers about
labeled energy efficient pump systems

Attending and speaking at HI meetings;
participating with them in ACEEE convened
EMPLI initiative

Pump Original Equipment
Manufacturers

Training and educating sales channels on
labeled efficient pump systems

Pump Distributors and
manufacturers reps

Tracking US DOE rule change and impacts
to customers, selling existing inventory,
accepting HI and manufacturer support

Regular meetings and building education
and awareness campaign materials with
their branding
Educating them on XMP program and
developing business case for them to
participate in our value exchange platform

Pump Specifiers (mechanical
engineers, etc.)

Specify, define, calculate, and recommend
pump system selections. Represent pump
owner purchasing decision and approve
final pump selections

Educating them (in partnership with pump
manufacturers and manufacturers reps) on
the XMP program and the benefits of more
efficient, labeled pump offerings.
Encouraging them to list Pump Energy Index
(PEI) or Energy Rating label values in spec.
and awareness campaign on the value of
using performance labels and how to
compare products.

Pump purchasers and end
users (Building owners and
maintenance support trades)

Selecting pump and maintaining pump in
the field, paying energy costs of pumping.

Awareness campaigns to educate them on
the value of using the label to better
understand the energy performance of the
pump systems. Educating them on
opportunities for improved performance
and reduced maintenance costs through
integrated sensors and monitoring
(BOMA, SEM, 50001, BETTER BUILDINGS,
BETTER PLANTS)

UTILITY ROLE: (What is needed from the alliance to ensure the success of this program?)
Partnership on research to bring Planning measures to Proven status. Collecting pump data that supports pump research.
Dissemination of information and assistance coordinating regional education, outreach, and marketing efforts. Leverage
existing utility relationships with marketplace actors with trade allies and distribution channel to communicate value.
Participation in incentives to midstream marketplace, and coordination of regional and local incentives.
XMP

Initiative Start NEEA Program Life Cycle, Version 5.0
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7. Funder Coordination Plan
Who

What

Sector Advisory Committee

ILC Milestone Doc (Business Case)
• Review of program concept with CAC and
IAC pre-Initiative Start milestone
• Deep-dive consult with both CAC and IAC
for Initiative Start milestone
• Ongoing quarterly updates via CAC and IAC
meetings

When

Evaluation
• Consult CAC and IAC on Market
Characterization Report findings
Other
• Consult CAC and IAC on Marketing Strategic
Plan via quarterly meetings
• Consult CAC and IAC on Annual Marketing
Plan via program team 1:1s and annual
Marketing team visits
• Consult CAC and IAC members through 1:1s
to assess interest/value of forming XMP
program work group
WORK GROUP
(WG)

ILC Milestone Doc (Business Case)
• TBD (see “Other” above)

RPAC

ILC Milestone Doc (Business Case)
• Deep-dive review and RPAC vote on
Initiative Start milestone
• Updates as appropriate via quarterly RPAC
meetings

Q3/Q4 2018

Q1 2018-Q3 2019
2018

Q4 2017
Q1 2018-Q3 2019

Other
• Consult RPAC on Market Characterization
Report findings as available

Q3/Q4 2018

Cost Effectiveness Adv. Comm.
(CEAC)

Evaluation
• Inform CEAC on Market Characterization
Report findings as available

Q3/Q4 2018

Individual Funder Needs

ILC Milestone Doc (Business Case)
• Engage in 1:1s to ensure funder awareness
of XMP and understanding of needed
commitment

BPA

Regional Groups

XMP

Q3 2017
Q4 2017
Q1 2018-Q3 2019

ILC Milestone Doc (Business Case)
• Engage relevant BPA staff to ensure
coordination on BPA Implementation
Manual
ILC Milestone Doc (Business Case)
• Engage RTF as needed for alignment on
UES measures

Initiative Start NEEA Program Life Cycle, Version 5.0
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8. Program Risk Summary

Risk
No.

1

2

3

Risk and Potential Consequences
"IF" this happens, "THEN" this will occur (impact)

IF NEEA is unable to prime the market with
incentive dollars for customers and
distributors transacting through the XMP
platform, THEN our impact on moving the
market will be minimal

IF no contractor steps forward with a
database platform at minimal cost, THEN
the cost of development of the online
database platform we envision might be
too high, putting at risk the low-cost-pertransaction efficiency advantage of a
regional platform

IF we don’t move quickly to effectively
leverage the work of the DOE and HI
Labeling, THEN we’d lose our first-mover
advantage and risk that participation with
OEMs, distributors and utilities would shift
to other alternatives

Level

Program Risk Assessment
ResponseiiType
Response Plan

Owner

Accept

Work collaboratively
with NW utilities to
design, test, and remain
coordinated on
downstream/midstream
incentives for small
pumps and circulators

Program
Manager

Mitigate

Develop a less
automated data
collection, reporting and
analysis platform which
still supports of a lowcost-per-transaction
delivery mechanism

Program
Manager

Mitigate

We will work quickly,
flexibly, and iteratively
to develop the XMP
database platform in
partnership with those it
intends to serve

Program
Manager

(Accept, Mitigate,
Transfer, etc.)

H

M

M

Risk Levels:
H - Serious Situation, insufficient information about the situation, potential solution(s) being evaluated
M - No serious situation, some information exists about the situation, in wait mode for more comprehensive data
L - Most (i.e. critical mass) information about the situation exists to support no serious/negative impact
Each of these criteria are examined and scored on a 1-6 scale where 1 is minimal risk and 6 is high risk. Each of the criteria are equally
weighted and the overall risk is an average of the criteria scores.
When assessing these risk categories NEEA must consider the whole market transformation timeframe, meaning initiative teams
must assess the potential for the conditions either improve or worsen compared to present conditions.

XMP

Overall Risk

Cost
Effectiveness

Measurability

Unproven
Technology

Unproven
Market
Approach

Late Life Savings
Delivery

2.2

2

2

3

3

1

Initiative Start NEEA Program Life Cycle, Version 5.0
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Equity Metrics
These metrics are intended to measure of how equitably NEEA will facilitate access to and generate benefits for an initiative
offering across a dimension of equity. It ultimately answers the question “What is the potential for a) each state or b) rural vs.
urban markets to benefit from this program over the long term (20 year) transformation horizon?”
Regional Equity
This is assigned by determining the efficiency opportunity in the target market by state and comparing that to NEEA’s funding mix
across the states. The result should then be adjusted by the initiative team based on the expectation of the long-term impacts of our
intervention in that market.

Regional Equity

10 Points Distributed Across States
MT
OR

ID

2

1

WA

3

4

Rural Equity
This is assigned by determining the efficiency opportunity in the target market split between rural vs. urban and comparing that to
NEEA’s funding mix. The result should then be adjusted by the initiative team based on the expectation of the long-term impacts of
our intervention in that market.

Rural Equity

5 Points Distributed Between Urban and Rural
Urban
Rural

3

2

9. Appendices

To access the document appendices, please use this link to SharePoint.
https://neeanet.neea.org/sites/programs/xmp/ILC%20Deliverables/ILC%20Appendices.xlsx

XMP

Initiative Start NEEA Program Life Cycle, Version 5.0
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Memorandum – Agenda item (Tier 1)
October 11, 2017
TO:

Commercial Advisory Committee (CAC)

FROM:

Maria Murphy, Initiative Manager, mmurphy@neea.org or 503-688-5486

SUBJECT:

Commercial HVAC- Very High Efficiency Dedicated Outside Air Systems (VHE DOAS)
Program Concept Overview

Overview
Very High Efficiency Dedicated Outside Air Systems (VHE DOAS) have been identified as an enabling HVAC
systems practice that could result in significant energy savings throughout the region. Like conventional DOAS,
VHE DOAS is based on the fundamental concept of separating ventilation from the heating and cooling system.
Having the two systems operate independently allows for each to be optimally controlled, enabling the
ventilation system to maintain required ventilation levels while the heating and cooling system addresses
conditioning the space. NEEA’s program concept for VHE DOAS improves upon this by including a very high
efficiency heat recovery ventilator (VHE HRV) coupled with a high efficiency, ‘right-sized’ heating and cooling
system that is substantially smaller due to lower heating or cooling load, less air to condition overall resulting in
smaller fans. This configuration could yield 50-70% whole building energy savings in existing small to mediumsized commercial buildings while providing better indoor air quality and greater occupant comfort.
What is the Opportunity?
The largest target market for VHE DOAS is existing small commercial buildings, categorized generally as four
floors or less, and under 50,000 square feet. These buildings include retail, office, schools, clinics, restaurants,
and places of assembly. Preliminary research indicates that this comprises up to 50% of the small commercial
building square footage in the Pacific Northwest1. There are many applications for this HVAC strategy in new
construction as well, and NEEA will be further investigating the potential here as the initiative moves forward.
Eight pilot projects are currently underway throughout the region in some of the building types listed above.
While field monitoring is ongoing, NEEA has enough data to draw some conclusions about costs and begin to
validate annual energy savings.

Our Ask of You:
• What questions, concerns or insight do you have on the program concept prior to the Initiative Start (IS)
vote in Q1 2018?
Program Lifecycle Status

1

Based on assessment of CBSA data.
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Memorandum – Agenda item (Tier 1)
October 11, 2017
TO:

Commercial Advisory Committee (CAC)

FROM:

Christian Miner, Senior Program Manager, Commercial

SUBJECT:

Update on Commercial Real Estate (CRE) program changes

Our Ask of You:
• Review the attached Program Change Document and bring questions concerning the CRE program
2018 activities and budget.
•

Bring ideas and asks for how to utilize the CRE program to best support your markets.

•

Please contact the Senior Program Manager, Christian Miner with any questions at
cminer@neea.org or 503-688-5498.

What you need to know:
• The program team recommends scaling back the scope of the program in 2018 to:
1. Focus on more targeted market engagement with existing resources and tools, and
2. Reassess the future role and value of the CRE Infrastructure program.
•

The 2018 CRE budget will decrease by 30% compared to 2017.

•

As this is a significant change in scope of an infrastructure program, NEEA staff is providing a
Program Change Document for CAC member input prior to RPAC review at its November 8th
meeting.
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Program Change Document
Program Name: Commercial Real Estate (CRE)
Date Requested: 10/9/2017
Change ID: 01-CRE
Proposed Effective Date: 11/15/2017
Feedback Summary
Group
Internal Review

Review Date
8/28/2017

Sector Advisory
Committee
RPAC

10/18/2017

General Comments
The team has reviewed
implementation results
and recommends scaling
back the program in
2018 to target market
engagements where
there is the most
strategic value, and to
reassess the program
design and needs.

Recommendation
Reduce program budget by
30% over 2017 and limit
program activities to market
engagement via CRE
Relationship Platform, City of
Seattle Accelerator program,
and CREHub roll-out.

11/8/2017

Background
In February 2016, the CRE program team developed, in collaboration with the Commercial Advisory
Committee (CAC) the Commercial Real Estate Infrastructure Program Roadmap. The document highlighted
six regional work group themes that became the driving force behind the 2016 and 2017 core program
activities. The regional work group themes identified in the Roadmap are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Engage commercial real estate owners and decision makers
Help customers navigate a cluttered market
Make/quantify the business case for energy efficiency
Support benchmarking best practices
Help customers identify opportunities and take next steps
Support utility programs with tools and lessons learned

In response to the 2016 CRE Roadmap the following program activities were developed in support of the
associated work group theme:

Program Change Document – Version 1
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Tool/Resource

Work Group Theme

CRE Relationship Platform
CREHub (formerly Navigator)
Spark Tool, BOMA BEEP 2.0 Training
BetterBricks Quarterly Tool Kit
Spark Webinar
Portfolio Manager Help Desk, Spark Tool
CREHub, Spark Tool, BOMA BEEP 2.0 Training
CREHub, Spark Tool, BOMA BEEP 2.0 Training

Engage commercial real estate owners and decision makers
Help customers navigate a cluttered market
Make/quantify the business case for energy efficiency
Make/quantify the business case for energy efficiency
Make/quantify the business case for energy efficiency
Support benchmarking best practices
Help customers identify opportunities and take next steps
Support utility programs with tools and lessons learned

In 2017, the CRE program experienced the following successes:
• The program has engaged with 15 industry groups and 30 CRE firms, representing 66 million square
feet of commercial real estate property in the NW.
• In 2017, CRE recruited 53 new Spark users with 72 new Spark projects. Unico Properties, a major
property owner and manager in the NW, successfully input 30 properties into Spark.
• The City of Seattle Building Tune-Up Accelerator Program is using Spark as part of its 2-Day,
mandatory training. Additionally, as part of the Accelerator Program the University of Washington
Integrated Design Lab has trained 90 engineering service providers in the use of Spark.
• CREHub, formerly Navigator, is on-track to launch Q4 2017, which will provide easier access to
commercial energy efficiency resources for the built environment.
• The program supported the City of Portland’s Energy Performance Reporting Policy, providing
resources and promoting training events.

Description and rationale of the change
The CRE program team is recommending a scale back of selected program efforts which have delivered
limited market impact. At the same time the team will continue to support existing tools and resources while
maintaining critical market channels which are essential to supporting and accelerating the success of NEEA
and utility commercial building programs. As a result of these program changes, the 2018 CRE proposed
budget will decrease by 30% compared to 2017 to accommodate the assessment of future program needs.
In 2018, the CRE program will continue to:
• Target market engagement with commercial real estate owners and decision makers
• Roll-out CREHub
• Implement Spark through the City of Seattle Accelerator program
• Determine the future role and the value of the CRE infrastructure program
Rationale for 2018 scale back of selective 2017 program efforts:
• Low participation in the Spark webinar series and BOMA BEEP 2.0 training
• Undetermined impact of BetterBricks Quarterly Tool Kit
• Unclear value perceived by utilities

Program Change Document – Version 1
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What’s Changing / Staying the Same?
Areas of Change
Program Activities

Changing
(Yes / No)
Yes

Market Definition

No

MT Theory

No

Costs/FTE

Yes

Description and rationale of change

Program Impacts / Actions

BOMA BEEP 2.0, Spark Webinars and
BetterBricks Quarterly Tool Kit are
discontinued in 2018 due to lack of
participation and undetermined impact.
Commercial real estate owners and
decision makers.

•

Minimal – Trainings had little uptake

•

No impact/action

By addressing market barriers of business
case knowledge, inadequate tailored
resources, and skills, NEEA will
demonstrate energy efficiency as a valuecreation strategy, resulting in adoption
of energy efficiency continuous
improvement practices by the majority of
CRE portfolio owners.
The program budget will scale back to
include only those program activities with
perceived program value. Team support
will be limited to market engagement.

•

No impact/action

•

Savings/Cost
effectiveness

No

Infrastructure Program, no savings.

•

The proposed 2018 budget is
scaled back from 2017 by 30%.
Product Manager, Market
Research, and Planning Analyst
scale their FTE back to one-hour
or less/week.
No impact/action

Other Portfolio
Metrics

No

N/A

•

No impact/action

Utility Activities

No

N/A

•

No impact/action

Schedule
Risks

No
No

N/A
N/A

•
•

No impact/action
No impact/action

Research Plan

No

N/A

•

No impact/action

Program Change Document – Version 1
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Memorandum – Agenda item (Tier 2)
October 11, 2017
TO:

Commercial Advisory Committee (CAC)

FROM:

Neil Grigsby, Portfolio Program Manager, ngrigsby@neea.org or 503-688-5447

SUBJECT:

Commercial Code Enhancement (CCE) initiative update: Washington State Code Proposals

Our Ask of You:
Review the four measures for Washington State Code proposals, and contact me with questions/feedback.
Overview
Below is a summary of each proposal identified for CCE work in 2017/2018, in support of the Washington State
code. As an outcome of the last WA Code Collaborative meeting in May 2017, participants narrowed down the
list of WA code recommendations based on the CCE Criteria to four measures or practices for CCE to work on.
We believe these have the best chance at code adoption during the 2018 adoption cycle.
1. C407 Performance Path Using AHSRAE 90.1 Appendix G
Proponent: Mike Rosenberg, PNNL
It is proposed to use the ASHRAE 90.1-2016 Appendix G Baseline method as either a requirement, or an
option, in establishing baselines for modeling to establish a building’s performance to compare with a
required maximum energy use (EUI). This proposal requires PNNL to perform analysis and generate the
performance targets to replace Table 4.2.1.1 in 90.1-2016.
2. HVAC System Performance Requirement
Proponents: Duane Jonlin, Seattle and Jim Edelson, NBI
Two proposals related to establishing an HVAC system performance value will be merged since they are
essentially aiming for similar solutions. Both proposals seek to establish a total system (heating, cooling and
ventilation equipment and distribution) performance threshold requirement (a COP target) similar to the
idea used for lighting where there is a total Lighting Power Density (LPD). The requirement would result in
favoring more efficient systems over less efficient ones, or could result in design solutions that balance
(trade-off) between less efficient components and higher efficiency components. The threshold would be a
function of total energy in compared to total loads served by the equipment.
3. C406 Options Parity Method
Proponent: Reid Hart, PNNL
Establishing a points system for the current set of Options in the WA Code and allowing for future options to
be added based on impact (points), similar to WSEC options. Each option would have a number of points
defined by its relative energy performance (contribution to energy efficiency). A minimum number of points
would be required to meet the Section 406 requirement. The point value could come from a simple relative
calculation or it could come from a modeling exercise using prototype buildings. Points may vary by building
type or climate zone (TBD).
4. DOAS Enhancement and Market Preparedness
Proponent: Poppy Storm, Ecotope
WA code just added a DOAS requirement but excluded a number of building types (hospital, warehouse,
multifamily, assembly, hospitality, etc.). In addition, the market does not have a lot of experience with DOAS,
and best practices are not widely used. This proposal seeks to prepare the market and develop DOAS
solutions and show value for excluded building types to support proposals in the next WA code cycle and/or
IECC. Market intervention includes awareness, value proposition and training/support for utility programs.
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Memorandum – Informational (Tier 2)
October 11, 2017
TO:

Commercial Advisory Committee (CAC)

FROM:

Mark Rehley, Senior Manager, Product Management & Emerging Technology

SUBJECT:

Summary of Emerging Technologies – Q4 2017

Our Ask of You:
•

Please give us feedback on our new format for the quarterly emerging technology report. This is a
work in process. This quarter we added a table showing the list of technologies and our assessment
of readiness levels. The rest of the report provides high-level information on each project. Future
reports will add more information about the regional pipeline. Stay tuned!

Click here for a copy of the full Q4 2017 Emerging Technology Report posted on NEEA.org (all sectors).
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